
Since its founding in 1919, the Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum has been committed to exhibiting, collecting and
supporting artists and art education and in sustaining the tradition
of Woodstock as a “Colony of the Arts.” Located in the center of the
village of Woodstock, New York, the WAAM functions as a cultural
center as well as a repository for the work of American artists
associated with the Art Colony. Each year, the WAAM presents a full
schedule of group, solo and historic exhibitions of regional artists
throughout its five spacious galleries.

HOURS
Thursday – 12pm – 5pm
Friday – 12pm – 5pm
Saturday – 12pm – 5pm
Sunday – 12pm – 5pm
Monday – Wednesday  – CLOSED
Closed Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s day
We close at 4 pm on Christmas Eve and New Year’s eve

The Woodstock Artists Association & Museum would like to
acknowledge that its facility is located on the homeland of the
Waughkonk Band of the Esopus Munsee, in the Lenape-Delaware
territory of the Algonquin civilization.

28 Tinker Street | Woodstock, NY 12498
845.679.2940
woodstockart.org

RESTORING INDIGENOUS VOICES:
LANDSCAPES FROM THE
PERMANENT COLLECTION

PHOEBE & BELMONT TOWBIN WING
JANUARY 20–APRIL 9, 2023

Co-curated by Evan Pritchard & Nicole L. Goldberg

RECEPTION: Saturday, January 21, 4-6pm
CURATOR TALK: Saturday, January 28, 3-5pm

Image: John Kleinhans, Evening Light at Cooper Lake, Woodstock, 1999
C-print.



Restoring Indigenous Voices:
Landscapes from the Permanent
Collection explores the historical
contexts of a selection of
landscapes from the Permanent
Collection acknowledging the
Native American significance of
well-known mountains, rivers,
fields and sites in the region.
Eighteen works will be on view including paintings, photographs, and
prints presented alongside extended labels that identify the Native
American territories depicted, and the tribes – Mohican and Munsee
- who inhabited the Hudson Valley for centuries before being forced
out by European settlers.

WAAM’s historic collection is best known for its colorful landscape
paintings by 20th century American artists of the region. Works often
focus on well-known locations such as the Ashokan Reservoir,
Overlook Mountain, Cooper Lake, Indian Head Mountain, Hudson
River, Esopus Creek, Rondout and the Catskills with no trace of the
geography’s past. The exhibition re-envisions the land from a native’s
perspective. For example, Lorna Massie’s serigraph Mohonk
Cloudbreak (1985), illustrates the Shawangunk Mountains that
Native Americans hunted and crossed, using its long high ridges as
barriers to European settlement until the late 1700s. Arnold Wiltz’s
painting Ashokan Dam (1930), depicts a structure whose name,
“Ashokan” may be traced back to a Munsee word for “forceful
rapids,” and whose surrounding area includes a landmark mentioned
in female Chief (Sunkskwa) Mama Nuchwe’s Esopus Munsee peace
treaty of 1677. Additionally, the indigenous names of locations are
identified including: Waughkonk (Sawkill), Kahak-sink (Rondout
Creek), and Mohicanituck (Hudson River).

This exhibition and accompanying public programs are curated by
Nicole Goldberg, Executive Director, WAAM with Evan Pritchard,
descendant of the Mi'kmaq people (part of the Algonquin nations),
founder of the Center for Algonquin Culture, and former Professor of
Native American history at Marist College, Vassar College and Pace
University.

Image: Lorna Massie, Mohonk Cloudbreak, 1985, serigraph.

John Verelst
(1675-1734)
Etow Oh Koam, King
of the River Nation,
1710
Credit: Library and
Archives Canada /
Acc. No. 1977-35-1 /
e011179912
Acquired with a
special grant from the
Canadian Government
in 1977

Etow Oh Koam of the Mohican tribe, lived in the area of
present-day Kingston up to Lake Champlain. Etowaukaum, also
spelled Ee-towac-chans (“I Am The Elder Brother of the Towacos” in
Munsee) was one of four “Indian Kings” to be invited to London by
the Queen in 1710. Queen Anne and her court addressed him as
“King of the River Nation,” in other words, a Mohican grand
sachem or “chief.” The four kings went to London to ask for
assistance in defeating the French and “Indians” in Canada. This
portrait (and three others, one of each “king”) was painted in 1710
by Jan Verelst, a Dutch artist employed by the English court.
Verelst added the red cloak to suggest that Etowaukaum was
royalty and the ball-headed war club to indicate his warrior status.
The thunderbird tattoos, which were probably on Etowaukaum’s
actual forehead, are depictions of spirit beings with supernatural
power which help the warrior in battle, and at other times. This
would suggest that Etowaukaum was something of a shaman, as
were many Mohican chiefs.



Bolton Coit Brown (1865-1936)
View from Ohayo Mountain, n.d.
Lithograph
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum Gift of Dorothy Varian,
1974-34-01

Ohayo Mountain Road begins in Woodstock and winds down to
Glenford and Old Route 28, which feeds into the modern Route 28.
From the peak, Overlook Mountain is to the west and with Plattekill
in the distance with Woodstock below. Such is the view from the
top of Ohayo Mountain, (Japanese for “good morning”) where it is
flat, 300 feet up, with a view of the Sawkill /Waughkonk Creek
Valley before you on one side and the Esopus Valley behind you.
Sometimes called the “Ohio Mountain,” an “Iroquoian”
(Haudenosuanee) word for “fine river,” it was farmed and quarried
for bluestone before the 1800s. Ohayo Mountain Road existed
before the Civil War and climbed the slope at a side angle; It may
have originally been a zigzag trail, very steep.  Looking down Ohayo
Mountain Road we see the Sawkill (Waughkonk Creek), and a small
island which may have been used as a council fire island, and past
that Yerry Hill Road, which connects to 212, the road to Bearsville,
where Woodstockers still gather at a Kiva on the 7th day of each
month at 7 pm.
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Anton Otto Fischer (1882-1962)
Bearsville Moon, c. 1956
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Katrina S. Fischer,
1979-18-01

Bearsville, a hamlet in the town of
Woodstock, was named after Christian Baehr, a German peddler
and storekeeper, who built a store on the Sawkill Creek, aka
Waughkonk, in 1839, but the area is also known for its
high-density population of black bears. The bear clan was the
leading or chiefly clan of the Stockbridge-Munsee Band and likely of
the Esopus Munsees as well. The spirit of the bear is the protector
of the tribe, and democratically elected leaders had access to its
immense strength through their clan spirit animal. Bearsville
Hollow is to the west of this scene.

There is a stone chamber (and possible Algonquian village) on
the western ridge of Mt. Tobias (center, middle) and a cairn field
or “Ceremonial Stone Landscape, or CSL” nearby, at the bottom
of Bee Tree Hill, about at the middle of Mt. Tobias, featuring
several hundred cairns, also of ceremonial nature. Some natives
told colonists that the hickory was the “bee tree,” good for finding
hives, and many hickories can still be found here at the borders
of Bearsville. The presence of honey bees would also have been
of keen interest to the black bears of Bearsville. This painting
captures both the power and mystery of the region, and of the
moon, and if you look closely, there is a taste of spun honey in
the clouds.

Eugene Speicher (1883-1962)
Old Docks, Rondout, NY, n.d.
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum,
Gift of Joseph A. DePaul,
2008-13-01

The Rondout Creek was called
Kahak-sink, “place of wild geese,” and the local village was also
called Rondout Landing, though the bottom of Broadway was called
“The Strand,” which means beach. Broadway, tracing the shortest
route between the Esopus and the Rondout (Kahaksink) Creeks,
was also the east end of the famed “Minisink Trail” coming from
Minisink Island in the Delaware River three miles from what is now
Port Jervis, NY, the capitol of the Minisink Munsee. Here the path
split; it crossed over the Rondout to the ancient Connelly Caves,
where Munsee-speaking Hank Paul lived into the 1820s, but also
turned left along the waterfront to Kingston Point, and then
crossed over to Rhinecliff and continued to Connecticut. The word
Ponckhockie, according to the late Woodstock town historian Alf
Evers, means “land of biting bugs” in Algonquin, which could well
refer to Kingston Beach and its no-see-ums. Trapper/trader Kit
Davits was among the first white men to live here—some called
this creek Davits’ Creek for a while in his honor. He married at
least one native woman and in his letters he correctly identified the
council district of this region as Warranawongkong (various: good
men dwelling in the mountains) Munsee; the word Esopus came
from a Dutch reference to a place in Greek mythology, a “utopian
paradise,” based on the Munsee word “e-see-poo-us,” or small
river.



Dorothy Varian (1895-1985)
Rye Harvest, 1935
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of the estate of
Dorothy Varian, 1987-01-01

From this vantage point we see
Cooper Lake Hill, Twin Mountain, Guardian Mountain and Sawkill
Head which is the source of the Waughkonk, and sacred. In
Algonquian culture, the headwaters of any significant stream are so
sacred that no violence is permitted there, and few creeks had as
great a reputation as did the Waughkonk, “Peaceful Valley Stream,”
now Sawkill, so Sawkill Head is of obvious spiritual significance.
The Y fingered peace sign associated with Woodstock is the
Mohawk sign for the Tree of Peace, introduced to music fans at the
festival in 1969 by Manitonquat (“Medicine Story” in Mohican), a
tribal elder and keeper of the lore of the Wampanoag Nation of
Massachusetts (Assonet Band). Today it is symbol of hippie culture
but it seems that the indigenous people were also aware of the
importance of guardianship of the land, defending that which is
sacred, and Guardian Mountain still guards these sacred sites with
its own kind of magic. Just out of site is Wittenberg Mountain, with
its “Indian Cave” the dwelling place of Woodstock’s earliest nature
enthusiasts.

On the far right are corn ricks, showing how settlers continued to
harvest both Indian (Flint) corn, and Sweet Yellow Corn (shown
here) first discovered by whites as the men of the Sullivan
Campaign were burning Seneca corn fields in 1779.  Unripe corn is
just to the left of the ricks in the center. There is most likely barley
being grown nearby. The yellow rectangle is cut rye and bundles of
rye lie in the foreground, a European grain that is made, in
combination with corn and barley, to make rye whiskey, a drink that
most Native Americans would have trouble metabolizing over the
next hundred years, and many a treaty and trade during that time
was made to the disadvantage of the Native American thanks to
“John Barleycorn.”  This painting juxtaposes that which is most
sacred to Native Americans - who believe that “water is life,” and
who see “the yellow woman” aka Xwasqueem, the “Corn Mother
As The Spirit of Abundance” - with that which is most destructive,
“firewater.”

Allen D. Cochran (1888-1971)
Indian Head, Catskills, 1950
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Michael J. Hughes,
1978-01-01

Indian Head Mountain, in Greene
County, is just over a mile north of Overlook Mountain in Ulster
County. Indian Head is named after a formation on the top which
looks like the profile of an “Indian” lying horizontally, gazing up at
the sky. There are many such formations around the eastern U.S.
which Native Americans famously have named after either real or
mythological chiefs. It is six miles south of the original home of
Chief Shandaken (at North-South Lake, based on legends) and four
miles east of the Devil’s Tombstone and the Clove through which
he walked after his daughter was killed, leading him to his new
home at the site of Fort Shandaken, on what is now Route 28.
Shandaken means “land of spruce and hemlock,” which the chief
adopted as his own name as a show of love for the land. Indian
Head is also the headwaters for one of the great “Indian”
waterways, Schoharie Creek. There is a 2,000 feet long portage to
the headwaters of Plattekill Creek (a major Esopus waterway) and
also another one to the Sawkill aka Waughkonk.



Judson Smith (1880-1962)
Untitled (Waterfall on the Sawkill
River), n.d.
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Gregory E. Lindin,
2002-20-03

Rendered in a Cubist style, this
painting depicts the waterfall and
swimming hole seen from Millstream Road near the corner of
Routes 212 and 375. The 3-mile stretch of Route 375 from Hurley
to Woodstock is designated as “Levon Helm Memorial Boulevard,”
leading to Plochmann Lane where Levon Helm Studios continues to
host the Midnight Ramble, songs of The Band, the
Woodstock-based classic rock band. Levon Helm, founding
member of The Band, was born in Arkansas, and had native roots
through his paternal grandmother Dollie May Webb who was 100%
Choctaw/Chickasaw Indian.  The Band included not only Levon but
Robbie Robertson (Mohawk/Cayuga) and two Danko brothers
whose name means “Cousin” in Munsee and who grew up near
Grand River Reserve where the Esopus Munsee were led by Joseph
Brant after the Revolution. Millstream Road was a trail along the
southern bank of the Sawkill Creek and the famed sawmill, built
just after the Revolutionary War as a flour mill, stood right at this
waterfall, and most likely chased away the many Waughkonk
Esopus Munsee fishermen and women who had gathered for
centuries at this favorite fishing spot where fish coming up from
the Esopus along Waughkonk Creek would have paused before
jumping the falls.

An ancient trail to what is now Kingston used to ford the stream
here, turning left at Witchtree Road, then branching north towards
some rock shelters, and also south towards what is now Van de
Bogart/Van Dale/Zena/Sawkill Roads.

Arnold Wiltz (1889-1937)
Ashokan Dam, 1930
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Col. Robert F.
Evans, in memory of Grace French
Evans, 1974-15-01

The word Ashokan may be traced
back to a Munsee word for
“forceful rapids.” Asho- is a common prefix for “strong” or
“forceful.” Attien is a common word for “rapids.” There was a
Munsee village here, and the name “strong rapids” does not
describe the village, so it must have been called “Ashokan,” which
means “strength” implying “We are mighty.” The central mountain
is Ticetenyck Mountain. The Ulster and Delaware Railroad ran
east-west through the Esopus Valley, along the creek’s north shore
–a native trail site. Bishop Falls (asho-attien) was a horseshoe
falls, cascading in several tiers and a landmark mentioned in
female Chief (Sunkskwa) Mama Nuchwe’s Esopus Munsee treaty of
1677, offering to sell land to the Dutch and English they had
already been occupying illegally, in order to maintain peace. It was
a bold renegotiation of the Niccols’ Treaty of 1665, and was highly
successful in restoring peace.

The Ashokan Center property was the site of the recent Native-run
Share Your Note concert to Stop the Esopus Mudslide event
featuring Evan Pritchard, Joan Henry, (Carib/Cherokee) Dennis
Yerry, (Iroquois/Haudenosuanee) Owl Smith (Ramapo Munsee)
plus Bethany Yarrow and members of the Trees for Tribs coalition.
The mud slides are directly related to the massive water releases
of the dam at the former waterfall site, and also to the removal of
trees along the littoral boundaries.



Neil McDowell Ives (1892-1946)
Cooper Lake, c. 1940
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Peggy Ives Cole,
1974-08-01

Looking northwest from Cooper Lake, we
see Carl Mountain on the right and the
northern ridge of Mount Tremper. The central mountain here is
Olderbark Mountain. There are cairns and serpent walls at the
notch in the road, as one goes counter-clockwise around the lake
and two cairns in the water. They used to be more visible, but the
water level was raised to make a reservoir. They may form part of a
calendar alignment with the boulders and cairns. According to
DeLisser (Picturesque Ulster p. 231), “the [Cooper] lake was
drained, and imbedded in the mud at the bottom was found a
curiously carved stone three feet six inches long and weighing
about 700 pounds. On it can be traced grotesque heads and forms
supposed to have been the work of the aborigines.” It came into
the possession of Rufus Van de Bogert. Recently, Roy Van Wagner
found a cache of aboriginal stone tools on the banks of Beaver Kill
creek between Cooper Lake and Willow, including a 15-inch granite
pestle.

Alan McKnight (born 1936)
Indian Cornfield, 2009
Watercolor
Courtesy of the artist

According to many sources, natives
from Wiltwick/Kingston and
Hurley/Atharhakton would walk
straight up either Sawkill Road (trail)
or angle up on what is still Waughkonk Road to the village at the
spot where Zena, Sawkill and John Joy Road come together.
Continuing north we find the Zena Cornfield, with its breathtaking
mountain backdrop and a multi-colored type of maize, which
natives would nixtamalize using dolomite then grind into corn flour.
It was a journey they would take mainly during planting and
harvesting seasons, but over many centuries. The field is typically
on both sides of the Sawkill (Waughkonk Creek) so that the corn
would be watered by high currents after a storm. This watercolor
shows the acreage on the southwestern side of the creek. The
Sawkill Creek is on the right, just out of view, but the trail crosses
left across the river. Valerie Brant, a descendant of legendary
Mohawk Chief Joseph Brant (Haudenosuanee), known as Rainbow
Weaver, said of the multicolored ear of Indian Corn, “Note that they
are not in straight rows, like in a classroom! They fit in where they
can, in swirls, each to its own liking! Our villages used to be like
that! No straight lines!” She may have been hinting that Algonquins
(Kitchi-Atuk-Woagan) and Iroquois (Haudenosuanee, her people) got
along peacefully here as they lovingly tended their corn.

In 1989, more than 500 community donors helped the newly
formed Woodstock Land Conservancy raise $160,000 in just eight
weeks to purchase the historic and much loved 22-acre Zena
Cornfield to avoid its development into private property.



Zulma Steele (1881-1979)
November, c. 1916
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association
& Museum, Gift of Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Grey, 1979-10-01

This painting illustrates the
Esopus River valley before
construction of the Ashokan
Reservoir began in 1907 to supply water to a growing metropolis
downstate. By the time the reservoir opened in 1915, entire
communities had been displaced while over 500 dwellings, 1,500
barns and outbuildings, 10 churches, 11 schools, 40 cemeteries,
and 13 miles of railroad were removed. Approximately 2,000
people were forced to move. From 1909 through 1911, about
2,720 bodies were exhumed from the Esopus Valley in preparation
for creating the Ashokan Reservoir. In woodland cultures such as
the Esopus, the dead must be treated with great respect, or havoc
will occur, hence the private native ceremonies regarding bundle
burials and the NAGPRA (Native American Grave Protection and
Repatriation Act) of 1990 in which Congress recognized that
human remains of any ancestry must at all times be treated with
dignity and respect.

According to the late local Esopus historian and Earth activist
Reverend James C. Davis, many of his relatives lived in Olive
before being displaced by the reservoir development. Records in
the Olive Free Library Museum show at least a dozen large farm
and town properties (now inundated) as being sold by several
“Davis” families, who were likely descendants of settler Christoffel
“Kit” Davits (1615-1680), the Esopus Pioneer, a trader and an
interpreter between the Dutch settlers and the Esopus tribe. Kit
was known to be a negotiator during the “Second Esopus War”
(1663-1664) arranging the return of the white women and children
held in captivity by the indigenous people who fought for control of
their land. In addition, he was a messenger to the Mohawks who
also acted as mediators in the hostage exchanges.

Richard McDaniel (born 1948)
Byrdcliffe Summer, 1987
Serigraph
Woodstock Artists Association & Museum,
WAA Annual Print Award, 1996-22-35

In 1902, Byrdcliffe Arts Colony was
constructed on Mount Guardian just outside
the hamlet of Woodstock, NY. The mountain
contains about one hundred small cairns
(ancient monuments) along its slopes hidden
from view by plant overgrowth. Another cairn field of about forty large
cairns lies in a low corner between Glasco Turnpike and Upper
Byrdcliffe. The elevation is between 900 and 1,119 feet, which is the
altitude where cairns are usually found, although no one knows
exactly why. Some say that is the point at which the barometric
pressure is most conducive to contemplation, and that the stones are
placed there to remind us of harmony and balance. An area notorious
for its lack of surface water, the region may have been used by
natives as a retreat, a place for fasting from food and water, as part
of the vision quest, also known in Algonquin as “sooneywen,” to
humble yourself. Cairns here may mark where sources of
underground water can be found

A hand-drawn map of Woodstock from 1926 exists, indicating where
all the artists lived at that time, including little sketches of each
property with the owners’ names, plus points of interest in the area.
“Indian Cave” and “Quarry” are designated sites at the base of
Overlook Mountain, suggesting that the nearby rock structures and
cairns were placed by the original inhabitants.



Rosella Hartman (1894-1993)
Overlook Mountain, n.d.
Crayon lithograph
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Ira and Marilyn Janow,
2002-07-01

This iconic rendering of Overlook has a
surrealistic magical feel to it, with healing
and medicinal plants glowing with light as
they face the top of the mountain. This
reflects the Munsee reverence for and
reciprocal relationship with plants, which
we can see in the analysis of their plant names. To the Munsee
people, blackbirds often embody the spirits of the ancestors. It is
said that the Algonquin people learned the importance of
gatherings from the blackbirds. Crows tend to roost in large
gatherings near old pre-contact Native American gathering spots
and on days that are close to old seasonal gathering days, such as
solstices and equinoxes (Bird Medicine, Pritchard).

On the southeastern slope of Overlook Mountain where the
Montauk-Hammonasset Solstice Line crosses the Wall of Manitou
at a place called Lewis Hollow is a vast CSL (Ceremonial Stone
Landscape) with two serpent walls representing the constellation
Draco and numerous cairns and turtle effigy stones. Tours are led
by Glenn Kreisberg and David Holden of the Overlook Mountain
Center. However, another CSL elsewhere in the county features
cairns arranged as star maps depicting the constellations as they
were 1000 BCE. There are so many thousands of petroforms in the
larger Shandaken region that they must have been built over
thousands of years. A large portion of these stones lie at between
800 and 1,100 feet in altitude.

Eistein Olaf Drogseth (1874-1947)
Woodstock Farm, c. 1939
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Dennis Drogseth,
1996-03-01

This landscape depicts Ticeteneyck
Mountain on the left and Slide
Mountain to the right, and in back, part of the Panther Mountain
complex. Surrounding Panther Mountain are Friday Mountain, Slide
Mountain and Neversink Mountain. Panther Mountain is the source of
Woodland Valley Creek which joins the Esopus in Phoenicia. Panther
Mountain is also the source of the Pantherkill between Shandaken
Center and Allaben.

Panther Mountain has long been regarded as a sacred spot and the
Big Indian powwows, gatherings that were held each year for over two
decades, less than a mile from the foot of the mountain, were
spiritually inspirational. Mary Lou Stapleton, whose mixed native
heritage goes back centuries longer than that, was the founder.

Zena Halpern, historian and author of the provocative book The
Templar Mission mentions Panther Mountain, calling it “The Lenape
place of the Wellspring of Creation,” quoted from Munsee descendant
Robin Hill Chandler. This epithet combines their knowledge of the
various rivers that have their wellsprings of origins either on or near
Panther Mountain, plus their knowledge of the ancientness of the
mountain, and the Biblical cataclysm that formed it millions of years
ago.

Panther Mountain—the 18th tallest of the High Catskill Peaks at
3,720 feet, was shaped 375 million years ago by a meteor a half
mile across that bashed into the earth and created a hole 2670 feet
deep. Esopus Creek and Woodland Valley Creek filled the edges of
the hole and created a near perfect circle of water around the
mountain, making it almost island-like. The circle is a widely
understood symbol among Native Americans for sacredness, either in
omens or in petroglyphs, and possibly even for Creation as a whole,
adding to the perception of sacredness in the eyes of all who looked
upon this massive peak, or those who planted their moccasins upon
the Giant Ledge and looked down to the rivers and streams far below.



It is not well known outside Native American circles that “Panther”
is the name of a meteor or comet and the name of the Spirit of
War that sent it, according to Algonquin cosmology. Apparently, the
Munsee attributed sacred life-giving properties to War Panther that
have been kept secret even to this day.

War Panther’s Munsee name is Ma-min-da-a-see.  Like the
catamount that climbs the huge sign of the Emerson Resort and
Spa two miles to the east of Panther Mountain’s base, Comet has
a long pale golden tail as well. When He attacks we are to imagine
that tail streaming out straight behind him.  In fact, when He
charges across the horizon, it is His golden tail that we mainly see
as He drops meteorites from the sky. Some say that war may arise
in the direction from which Maminda’asee comes. When the war
chief Tecumseh was born, Comet passed over his village. This was
certainly a kee-gay-no-lay-woa-gun or “prophetic sign.” That is why
he was named Tecumseh, which is Shawnee for “Panther Passing
Across.” It was interpreted by his elders that as Comet came from
the south he would never be defeated in battle as long as it was in
the south. His only defeat came in 1814 and it was in the Thames
River Valley, far to the north, his final and fatal battle. Like Panther
Mountain, the Thames was in Munsee territory at the time.
Naturally, it stands to reason that the Panther Kill is looked upon
with reverence, and that the source of the creek, high up on
Panther, is even more sacred than most headwaters. In fact, the
Esopus itself flows forth from the earth within that same sacred
circle as does its sister river the Rondout.

Lorna Massie (born 1938)
Mohonk Cloudbreak, 1985
Serigraph
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, WAA Annual Print
Award, 1996-22-37

Mohonk is said to be a Native
American word referring to a large
rock. Here in the Shawangunk Mountains “mohonk” refers to the rock
Sky Top. For centuries, Native Americans populated the area, hunting
in the Shawangunks and crossing its ridges on long-established
footpaths. The 300-foot-high cliff bluffs formed a barrier to European
settlement on the mountain until the late 1700s. Today, the mission
of Mohonk Preserve is to protect the Shawangunk Mountains region
and educate the public about its history and heritage.

This site along the Mohonk Preserve was the point from which a local
chief, paraphrasing the Opening Oration of the Big House
Thanksgiving Ceremony regarding the founding of the Big House
Religion, reprimands his followers along the trail, and shows them the
face of the Creator in these rocks, which at that moment was half in
deep shadow and half in sunset. He then carves it into a living tree to
remind them that the Creator is always watching and paints it half red
and half black to remind them of that dramatic turning point. He asks
them if they will turn to the path of darkness or will they walk in the
light. The annual thanksgiving tradition became known as the
Gumwin, which also became part of the Big House Religion.



Judy Abbott (born 1946)
Peekamoose Rocks, 1989-92
Oil on canvas
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Judy Abbott,
2017-06-01

One of the most legendary places in
the Catskills is Peekamoose
Mountain. In Esopus Munsee,
“peek” means “clear waters” and
“amoo” means beaver, while -us
means “small-- "a small pond where
beavers live," presumably
Peekamoose Blue Hole Pond. This popular swimming hole is
somewhat along Watson Hollow Road which starts at West Shokan
on 28A, part of a dry loop beside part of the old Pepacton Trail
(used by Washington’s troops during the Revolution, marching
to Onaquaga and other Esopus Munsee refugee towns west of the
Susquehanna to burn them down). The road becomes Peekamoose
Road even before you get to the swimming hole, and continues
southeast towards the village of Sundown. On top of Peekamoose
Mountain is 15 ton Reconnoiter Rock aka "The Peekamoose
Stone," which is balanced on a single point, with "nose" points in
the four directions, and, according to author Glenn Kreisberg,
shares a summer solstice sunset alignment with North
Shawangunk Dolmen in the Mohonk Preserve, visible 18 miles
away--both made of lithic material similar to Judy Abbott's rocks,
shown here.

Two miles to the north of Watson Hollow is Traver Hollow Road. Jimi
Hendrix, whose grandmother was part Cherokee, lived along this
road in the summer of 1969 in a large stone house then called
“The Shokan House.” It was his home that August when he played
a set of over two hours at the Woodstock Festival of Music and
Art—closing the show with remarkable strength and endurance
("ashokan" in Munsee!)

Judy Abbott returned to this mountain gap for three summers to,
as she says, "convey the experience" of these rocks on canvas.

Anton Otto Fischer (1882-1962)
Overlook Mt., Woodstock, NY,
c. 1945
Oil on canvas board
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Ronald Van Lieu,
2021-17-05

In the center of this painting is
Overlook Mountain, with
Ticeteneyk Mountain on its left. Overlook is 3,131 feet above the
Hudson River and is the first mountain of the Catskill Escarpment
which indigenous people reportedly called “The Wall of Manitou.” High
altitudes were associated with any one of twelve levels of clouds
corresponding with Manitous (powerful spirits) leading up to
Kitchelamukong at the zenith of the sky. In Richard C. Adams’ book
The Ancient Religion of the Delaware (1904), he references the
significance of high altitudes of Algonquin teachings. “He cried out to
the Great Spirit to give him relief. He began his supplication with O-oo
and heard twelve voices with the same sound. ….The boy asked why
he heard twelve voices answering his prayer and the spirit to whom
he was talking replied that he would have to pass through twelve
worlds or spheres before he could get to the home of the Great Spirit,
that in each sphere there was a Manitou ruling and that no prayer
could reach the Great Spirit that did not come through the twelve
spheres; [levels of clouds] that his cry had reached the first, who
transmitted it to the second and he in turn to the third, and so on
until the twelfth delivered it to the Great Spirit Himself.” (p.10) For
Munsee hunters, climbing Overlook was like climbing a wall,
glimpsing the highly-placed Manitous and seeing the view they see,
looking out over the world.

Ranger David Holden believes Overlook Mountain must have been a
vision quest destination for a few rugged souls, and also suggests
that it could have been called Manitou Mountain, as it has what is
called a “manitou shape”, and is the anchor point for the “Wall of
Manitou” to the north.



John Kleinhans (born 1942)
Evening Light at Cooper Lake
Woodstock, 1999
C-print
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Elliot and Ruth
Gruenberg, 2005-04-13

Cooper Lake is the City of Kingston’s
primary drinking water source.

In 2016, a community of Native Americans from the Standing Rock
Reservation in North Dakota convened on Cooper Lake to protest
the construction of a natural gas pipeline which they said would
endanger their water supply. The gathering held on Cooper Lake’s
shore drew about 150 people to sing Native American songs, hear
poems to Standing Rock, and share prayers for the earth and
water. Cooper Lake was an appropriate location for a ceremony to
express solidarity with the Native American water-protectors, given
that in the year prior, local activists won the fight to prevent
Niagara Bottling from buying part of the lake’s water for profit.

Out of frame in this photo just to the right would be Hunter
Mountain, the highest peak in the range, which Washington Irving
described as the home of a mighty female Manitou Spirit who
controlled the weather. Just east of that is Fawn’s Leap (Haines
Falls) then North-South Lake, the original Shandaken, home of
Chief Shandaken after whom Woodstock’s western neighbor town
was named (Lake Hill, a Woodstock community west of Cooper
Lake, used to be called “Little Shandaken”).

Haines Falls is a short distance from Kaaterskill Falls, a two-tiered
260 feet site, which has become a scenic destination for hikers
and the subject of numerous paintings since the 19th century
including early work (1825-26) by Thomas Cole, father of the
Hudson River School.

Robert Angeloch (1922-2011)
Mountainside, 1985
Serigraph
Woodstock Artists Association &
Museum, Gift of Elliot and Ruth
Gruenberg, 2005-04-07

This image of Overlook Mountain
rendered in printing ink
represents one of the steepest
areas in all of the Catskills, and its nearly vertical rocky profile called
the Minster's Face. Any “overlook” had both military and spiritual
importance to Algonquian people such as the Munsee. One word for
this was Nyack, “a place to stand where you can see far,” which
became Kijkuit in Dutch, then Overlook in English. To stand on an
overlook was like having an “out of body” experience, above the
clouds. The Minister’s Nose overlook camp recently revealed a cache
of Munsee-incised pottery, and written records show natives watched
for approaching white explorers from that spot.




